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The promise of higher bandwidths!

Google, Dropbox, and Spotify are reporting higher throughput
and lower delay jitter after switching to BBR
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BBR’s Rapid adoption

(Mishra et al, SIGMETRICS 2020)
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BBR’s Rapid adoption

In three short years, BBR 
already accounted for 18% of 
the top 20,000 websites on 
the Internet.

Traffic share estimated 
around 40%

(Mishra et al, SIGMETRICS 2020)
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Are we heading towards an all-BBR 
Internet then?

If you run a website and care about throughput, it is 
natural to consider switching from CUBIC to BBR.
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#1 How will BBR’s 
throughput gains 

over CUBIC evolve as 
more people switch 

to BBR?

Mathematical 
model

Are we heading towards an all-BBR 
Internet then?
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#1 How will BBR’s 
throughput gains 

over CUBIC evolve as 
more people switch 

to BBR?

#2 How will these 
evolving throughput 

gains dictate the 
future CCA landscape?

Game
Theory
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Are we heading towards an all-BBR 
Internet then?



A primer on CUBIC
Cwnd-based congestion control algorithm

Treats packet loss as a congestion signal. 
Reduces cwnd by 30% when is sees a 
packet loss.

Considered a buffer filler

cw
nd

time

: packet loss
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A primer on BBR
Rate-based congestion control algorithm. 
Uses RTTmin and bandwidth estimates to 
infer congestion.

Becomes cwnd-limited when it competes 
with CUBIC*. cwnd = 2 BDP

Backs off every 10 sec to measure RTTmin

cw
nd

time

10 sec
2 BDP

*according to Ware et al, IMC 2019 9



RTTmin overestimation 

BBR wants to 
empty the buffer 

every 10 sec

: BBR 
Packets 
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RTTmin overestimation 

But BBR can’t 
empty the buffer 

every 10 seconds 
because of 

CUBIC’s packets!

: BBR 
Packets 

: CUBIC 
Packets 
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RTTmin overestimation 

But BBR can’t 
empty the buffer 

every 10 seconds 
because of 

CUBIC’s packets!

: BBR 
Packets 

: CUBIC 
Packets 

This leads to
RTTmin
overestimation
for BBR
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5 key assumptions
1. All competing flows have the same RTT
2. The buffer is at least 1 BDP and the link is always utilized
3. BBR always has 2 BDP packets in flight
4. Packets are uniformly distributed and the buffer is droptail
5. BBR’s reduction in bandwidth while probing for RTTmin is 

negligible

Basic 2-flow model
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Basic 2-flow model

RTT
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BBR’s throughput is 
cwnd divided by delay

1

Where RTT+ is BBR’s 
over estimated RTT 
because of CUBIC

2

Extent of this 
overestimation is based 

on CUBIC’s back off:
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Basic 2-flow model

RTT
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BBR’s throughput is 
cwnd divided by delay

1

Where RTT+ is BBR’s 
over estimated RTT 
because of CUBIC

2

Extent of this 
overestimation is based 

on CUBIC’s back off:

3

Solve!



Basic 2-flow model
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RTT

CUBIC’s 
throughput

BBR’s 
throughput



Validating the 2-flow model
Ran a CUBIC and a BBR flow through a 50 Mbps link with 40 ms RTT

Plotted the empirical and predicted throughput across buffer sizes

Ba
nd

w
id

th
 (M

bp
s)

Buffer size (BDP)

Reasonable 
accuracy with 
a very simple 
model!

True for other n/w too
(see paper)
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Extending the model to multiple flows

Extent of this overestimation is 
based on CUBIC’s back off 

behavior

Basic 2-flow model:

No longer true for 
multiple CUBIC flows!
RTT overestimation now also 
depends on the degree of 
synchronization between the 
CUBIC flows.
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Extending the model to multiple flows

Extent of this overestimation is 
based on CUBIC’s back off 

behavior

Basic 2-flow model:
Solution:
Predict the upper and lower bounds 
instead

Sync bound

De-sync boundSolve 
again!
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Validating the multiple flow model
Launched 5 CUBIC and 5 BBR flows through a 100 Mbps 40 ms link

Plotted the empirical and predicted throughput across buffer sizes

Actual 
throughput 
is within 
predicted 
bounds

True for other n/w 
too
(see paper)
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#1 How will BBR’s 
throughput gains 

over CUBIC evolve as 
more people switch 

to BBR?

Mathematical 
model

Are we heading towards an all-BBR 
Internet then?
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BBR’s throughput as more flows run BBR
Ran 20 flows through a 100 Mbps 40 ms link

Progressively increased the number of BBR flows. All other flows ran CUBIC

3 BDP 
buffer

Key trend:
As the number of 
BBR flows at the 
bottleneck 
increases, their 
per-flow average 
bandwidth 
decreases!
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How low is too low?
Nash Equilibrium distribution of CUBIC and BBR

A given distribution of CUBIC and BBR flows in a network is the 
Nash Equilibrium (NE) if none of the flows can increase their 

throughput by changing algorithms.

If websites choose between CUBIC and BBR based on 
throughput, this is the distribution the Internet will move 

towards.
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BBR’s diminishing returns 
and the NE

BBR’s 
per-flow

Bandwidth

Number of BBR flows

fairshare line

Distribution at which the 
BBR flows get a fairshare 

of the bandwidth.

: current
CCA
distribution
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BBR does 
better

CUBIC does 
better



BBR does 
better

CUBIC does 
better

BBR’s diminishing returns 
and the NE

BBR’s 
per-flow

Bandwidth

Number of BBR flows

fairshare line

: current
CCA
distribution
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BBR does 
better

CUBIC does 
better

BBR’s diminishing returns 
and the NE

BBR’s 
per-flow

Bandwidth

Number of BBR flows

fairshare line

If a CUBIC flow 
switches to BBR, it will 

do worse!

: current
CCA
distribution
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BBR does 
better

CUBIC does 
better

BBR’s diminishing returns 
and the NE

BBR’s 
per-flow

Bandwidth

Number of BBR flows

fairshare line

If a BBR flow switches 
to CUBIC, it will do 

worse!

: current
CCA
distribution
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BBR’s diminishing returns 
and the NE

BBR’s 
per-flow

Bandwidth

Number of BBR flows

fairshare line

: current
CCA
distribution

Nobody wants to switch 
algorithms at this distribution

It must be the Nash 
Equilibrium!
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Verifying predicted Nash Equilibria
Ran 50 flows through a 50 Mbps 40 ms link

Tested all combinations of BBR and CUBIC to empirically calculate the NE distribution
Compared to model’s predictions

Empirically 
observed NE 
distributions 
exist within 
our model’s 

bounds.

Majority of NE 
distributions 
have CUBIC 

flows.

31

CUBIC is here 
to stay on the 

Internet!



Verifying predicted Nash Equilibria
Ran 50 flows through a 50 Mbps 40 ms link

Tested all combinations of BBR and CUBIC to empirically calculate the NE distribution
Compared to model’s predictions

Empirically 
observed NE 
distributions 
exist within 
our model’s 

bounds.

Majority of NE 
distributions 
have CUBIC 

flows.
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CUBIC is here 
to stay on the 

Internet!Unless the 
buffers are small 

(< 1 BDP)



NE in Multi-RTT scenarios
Tested the model’s assumption that all flows have the same RTT

NE exists for multi-RTT settings too

Shorter RTT 
flows opted 
for CUBIC, 
larger RTT 
flows opted 
for BBR at 
the NE
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Nash Equilibria for BBRv2
Repeated experiments with BBRv2 instead of BBR

Empirically verified that mixed NE exist for BBRv2 as well

34

More CUBIC flows at 
NE when competing 

with BBRv2 when 
compared to BBRv1



Summary
We present a mathematical model for predicting the throughput 

shares of competing CUBIC and BBR flows.

As the number of BBR flows increases at the bottleneck, their 
throughput advantage will reduce. 

Our game theoretic analysis shows that in most networks the 
Nash Equilibrium distribution of CUBIC and BBR flows will be 

mixed.
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Thank you!

Read the paper:

Get in touch:
ayush@comp.nus.edu.sg
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